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All individuals conducting work or studying at, or on behalf of the Australian Institute of Healthcare
Education (AIHE) must comply with all laws and regulations which apply to the company’s operation. This
includes adhering to all AIHE policies, protocols and procedures. It is the responsibility of all individuals to
meet this obligation, know what the law requires and understand the importance of compliance. This
policy/document may be altered, withdrawn or substituted at any time. Abidance with the policy/document
is mandatory of all students and individuals undertaking work/study, for on behalf of, AIHE.
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Location
Level 3, 33 Chandos St, St Leonards.

Mode of study
1. Face to face at our training rooms at l3, 33 Chandos St Leonards and
2. Online using our Learning Management System (CANVAS) which you will be taught to use.
All our lectures are placed here as well as additional supporting information.
3. Onsite at various workplace locations for Clinical Study. Students will be supported in
finding appropriate work placements with their trainer.

Being a Sonographer
can be challenging, but
totally rewarding.
AIHE Graduates are held
in high regard
No-one says it will be an easy pathway, however if you
Graduate from AIHE, know that you will have a lifelong
learning ahead of you and a Qualification that will support
you wherever you go.
NOTE: All prospective students who wish to apply for the course, will be given access to our LMS to
complete an enrolment application. Part of this is a declaration to say you have read this guide, all policies
and procedures and terms and conditions of being a student with AIHE.
We take your learning seriously, DO YOU?
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Section 1 – Studying with AIHE
Introduction
The 10680NAT Graduate Diploma of Diagnostic Medical Ultrasound (General Discipline is a full
time, two-year, level 8 competency-based qualification delivered by the Australian Institute of
Healthcare Education (AIHE) under the Vocational Education and Training Sector (VET) of the
Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF). This is at the same academic level as a Graduate
Diploma of Ultrasound (General Discipline) offered by some higher education (university)
organisations.
Under the AQF guidelines, the course
is structured and delivered as units of
competency which enables you to
undertake holistic training and
assessment. Upon graduation you will
be able to actively work in the general
ultrasound profession as an accredited
medical sonographer (AMS).
Throughout this course, you will focus
on academic learning of the various
units of competency as well as the
development of the necessary clinical
skills to become a competent
sonographer, ready for work as soon
as you Graduate*. Evidence based learning and practice, as well as critical thinking, are vital
components of the approach to learning in the 10680NAT Graduate Diploma of Diagnostic Medical
Ultrasound (General Discipline).
*This is dependent upon individuals passing all requirements. AIHE does not guarantee that:
•
•
•
•
•

a learner will successfully complete a training product on its scope of registration, or
a training product can be completed in a manner which does not meet the requirements of
the qualification through completion of all learning, assessments and exams.
a learner will obtain any employment where this is outside the control of the RTO.
a student will be eligible for any licence or accreditation with ASAR if they do not complete
all components of the course.
a student will successfully complete this qualification or that it can be completed in a
manner that does not meet the requirements set out in this document.
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Role of a Sonographer
A diagnostic medical sonographer is a specialised
diagnostic imaging practitioner, providing diagnostic
patient care services using ultrasound.
Sonographers deal one on one with patients and are
empathetic and supportive during the examination of
the patient, using specialised equipment.
•
•
•

This specialised equipment is adjusted, to help collect, and then interpret dynamic and still
images of anatomical structures inside the human body.
They then analyse and categorise any normal or abnormal findings from these images.
These images are then reported on by a Radiologist or other appropriately qualified medical
physician to make a medical diagnosis.

The General Discipline of Ultrasound at AIHE incorporates all types of sonographic examinations
including those from the vascular, obstetric, abdominal and small parts disciplines, but excludes
cardiac examinations.

General skills and knowledge needed
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Professional and ethical attitude
Good communication skills
Understanding of medical terminology
High level of dexterity and fine motor skills in
using the machinery
Highly developed pattern recognition and 3dimensional (3D) conceptualisation skills.
Physical properties of ultrasound, its limitations
and restrictions for use.
Use of Biometric Tables (ASUM)
Sonographers have extensive and direct patient
contact which may involve performing some invasive procedures. They must also possess
the capabilities to interact compassionately and effectively with people who range from the
healthy to the critically ill.
Other skills and knowledge are identified in each Unit of Competency.
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AIHE values
AIHE values:
•
•
•

High level professionals who are looking for an extension to their career as a Sonographer.
Students willing to commit to a high level of work.
Persons looking for likeminded, committed professionals.

Our goals at AIHE are:
1. To ensure curriculum and training and assessment strategies are informed by research,
current, relevant and rigorous, reflect innovation, inclusion, engagement and graduate
attributes.
2. To demonstrate best practice in teaching and learning informed by research and
demonstrated through strong academic leadership, sustained staff development, action
research, recognition and reward.
3. To ensure learning is practice-oriented, industry integrated and contextualised through
focus on transferability and employability.
4. To enhance learner engagement through accessible, supportive and effective learning
environments.
5. To grow and develop strong learning communities within and across colleges, campuses and
divisions.
6. To provide quality teaching learning environments supporting high levels of student
satisfaction across the learner life cycle informed by stakeholder feedback.
7. To implement quality management
processes and planning, supporting
sustainable growth and enhanced
academic outcomes based on
accountability, transparent processes
and continuous review cycles.
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State of the art learning
Rooms and machinery
AIHE has state of the art imaging suites designed to
replicate a real workplace imaging practice so that you
will develop all the necessary skills required to perform
an ultrasound examination.

Supported online learning management
system
Our online learning management system is easy to use,
and students can access lectures, assignments, additional
materials and exams wherever they are, through their Ipad, computer or phone.

Work based – Clinical placement
You will attend Clinical Placement, where you will put into
practice, the skills you have learned in the classroom and,
under supervision, start to perform diagnostic
examinations on real patients.
(see more in Section on Clinical Placement)
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Practical scanning and assessments
You will obtain the necessary skills to perform certain
examinations in a supervised, practical way before you
will enter the clinical workplace.

Professional learning level
At Level 8 Postgraduate level, you are an ADULT
LEARNER who wants to advance their career as a
professional. At this high level of education (Level 8),
you will:
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Have the skills and knowledge to understand what is expected of you as a professional.
Have already had experience in an adult workplace.
Act as a professional in all areas of your work and study.
Be responsible for every aspect of your learning and
attendance including all onsite lectures, and offsite
Clinical Placement.
Be ethical and show integrity in every area of your
work and study.
Be courteous to all fellow students, lecturers and
personnel both onsite and offsite as a high level
professional.
Understand and abide by al legal aspects of your role
both onsite and in the workplace, including conditions,
policies and guidelines.

Recognition of Prior Learning
AIHE recognises that you may have already completed some elements of the course and would like
to apply for this recognition.
Please contact AIHE for further information about how to apply for RPL.
Important note:
Many students apply for the course but are may not be chosen. AIHE expect a student to be
rigorous and committed in their approach to learning and approach it with a high-level
professional attitude. If you have been lucky to be given the opportunity to attend this course,
you will need to adhere to all requirements to support your learning, including respecting all
staff, or your place will be offered to another student.
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Section 2-About the course

The 10680NAT Graduate Diploma of Diagnostic Medical Ultrasound (General Discipline) is an
Australian Qualifications Framework (AQF) level 8 (post graduate) course.
The Australian Institute of Healthcare Education (AIHE) has a primary focus of producing high
quality ultrasound graduates that are employable in the demanding field of diagnostic medical
ultrasound.

1. Two years full time study, in four learning terms each year.
2. Classroom based-taught by experienced professionals, who are well respected in the field of
Sonography and have broad experience.
3. Supported with online learning management system (LMS-CANVAS)
4. Practical skills taught in class.
5. Work based practice-There is a Clinical Placement component (See Appendix for more
information) which is a compulsory part of the course.
6. Research and Study based expectations -a high level commitment needed to study in
addition to work and classroom.
7. Assessment and exam-based skill expectations.
8. Directly relevant to becoming a competent general sonographer.
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9. Taught in a spiral curriculum model which allows you to slowly build your theory and
practical skills by revisiting topics throughout the course at a deeper and more complex level
with each successive encounter.

Units of study
There are six units of competency in this course; three in each year of study.
All six units of competency are overarching core units (compulsory units).
You must complete Year One before you can begin Year Two.
Year
1

Code

Unit of Competency Name

USGBDU801

Prepare for a diagnostic medical
ultrasound procedure

1
USGBDU802

Perform a basic diagnostic medical
ultrasound procedure

USGRSR803

Manage diagnostic ultrasound
records

1

2
2

USGADU804
USGCAD805

2

Perform an advanced diagnostic
medical ultrasound procedure
Report on diagnostic medical
ultrasound procedure
Lead own professional development

CHCPRP006

Subjects
Clinical Practice I,
Professional Practice,
Physics & Instrumentation,
Abdominal Ultrasound,
Male & Female Pelvic Ultrasound,
Small Parts Ultrasound & Obstetrics
Ultrasound.
These subjects are not taught as
isolated entities, but integrate
content, discussions and topics
concurrently to develop the skills
needed to become a competent
sonographer.
Clinical Practice II,
Reflective Practice in Ultrasound,
Vascular Ultrasound and
Musculoskeletal Ultrasound.
Subjects are interdependent &
Reflective Practice in Ultrasound
revisits in more depth many areas
covered in year 1. Clinical Practice II
incorporates all subject areas
covered in both years of study.

Example of study
Year 1, term (block) 1 of this course
•
•

Theoretical and practical subjects include Professional Practice, Physics & Instrumentation and Abdominal
Ultrasound.
Subjects will be integrated in tutorials and the clinical applications laboratory where you will practice performing a
holistic abdominal ultrasound examination on phantoms and live models.
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Successful completion of all six units leads to the full qualification

NOTE:
If you only complete certain units of competency, you will receive a Statement of Attainment for
the units successfully completed.
You will not be able to be employed as a sonographer if only the first year has been completed.
You must complete the entire course before you can be registered with the Australian Sonographer
Accreditation Registry (ASAR) so that you can practice as an accredited medical sonographer (AMS).
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Section 3- What do I need, to be a
student at AIHE?

There are certain entry requirements to the
10680NAT Graduate Diploma of Diagnostic Medical
Ultrasound (General Discipline) are as follows. You
must have all, before you can Apply to Enroll.
If you are interested in attending the course, you can
make an inquiry, whilst you complete some of the
requirements, however you must have all of these
before applying.

Once you have Applied to Enroll, if you are deemed suitable, you may be asked to attend an
interview before being accepted into the course.
Note that AIHE only accepts a small number of students per annum. AIHE have high standards and
whilst there are numerous students who may pass this section, they may not be accepted at the
Enrolment section or Interview.

Requirements – Please read ALL requirements
Compulsory
1. Tax File Number (TFN)-If you don’t have a Tax File Number, you will need to apply for one
before enrolling.
2. At least ONE (1) of the following qualifications. You will need to show a Certified Copy (from
JP) or bring originals of testamurs and certificates.
A. Bachelor’s Degree in medical Imaging Science (Radiography or Nuclear Medicine); or.
B. Bachelor’s degree in a non-imaging medical science (Health related); or
C. Bachelor’s degree in a non-health related science followed by a Certificate III in Allied Health
Assistance*.; or
D. Advanced Diploma, Diploma, or higher-level vocational certificate in the field of Medical
Imaging.; or
E. Relevant work experience and the potential to undertake work at this level.
NOTE:
A pre-class assessment will be undertaken on a one to one basis for each potential candidate. The
aim of this assessment is to determine prior learning, and/ or special needs of the student. If the
student has areas of learning deemed essential to complete the Graduate Diploma, AIHE reserves
the right to advise the student that they will need to undertake additional learning activities prior to
acceptance within the course. Information gathered from this process will also be used to tailor
classroom activities and delivery to enhance the student learning experience.
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EXAMPLES:
1. Physics is a major component of this course. If you are deficient in understanding physics, you
may be advised to complete a physics short course.
2. If you have not had contact with patients before in a health environment, it may be suggested
that you complete the Cert III in Allied Health. * (see requirement 6)
*A Certificate III in Allied Health Assistance is available to undertake from AIHE via our online
learning platform. You will need to undertake and find workplace experience or consult with AIHE.
3. A Valid HLTAID003 Provide First Aid Certificate-Certified Copy (or equivalent).
Note, this unit is also available through AIHE online learning, though you may need to complete the
practical component through another venue. It is the student’s responsibility to keep this
certification current throughout the entire time of the course. Failure to do so may result in the
student not be able to attend clinical site placement.
4. A Valid Working with Children Check-Certified Copy
This must be relevant to the state you are in. You may also be required to have one relevant to
the state that you will be undertaking clinical placement in. NOTE: Sometimes students will be
placed in other states and must discuss this with their tutor. The working with children check
must remain current for the entire time of the course.
NSW: http://www.kids.nsw.gov.au/Working-with-children/New-Working-With-ChildrenCheck/New-Working-with-Children-Check
5. Valid Police Check-obtained within the last 3 months -Certified Copy.
Please refer to the below websites for information relating to how to obtain this check.
http://australia.gov.au/faq/police-criminal-history-records-check
http://www.police.nsw.gov.au/about_us/structure/specialist_operations/forensic_services/
criminal_records_section
https://npcoapr.police.nsw.gov.au/aspx/dataentry/Introduction.aspx
6. Current Immunisation.
It is a requirement of AIHE that your immunisation status is current and remains such
throughout the duration of the course.
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•
•
•

•

AIHE guidelines are in keeping with NSW Health Department requirements for students
working in the health sector.
AIHE students are Category A as per NSW Health guidelines.
The policy is attached to this document for reference, as is the immunisation card. The
immunisation card is recommended to be completed and a copy, alongside sighting of
the original to be kept on file at AIHE, with updates as necessary throughout the
student’s course.
More detail can be obtained from:

http://www.health.nsw.gov.au/immunisation/Pages/oasv.aspx and
http://www.health.nsw.gov.au/immunisation/Pages/oasv.aspx
7. At least three months experience-dealing directly with patients in a healthcare facility, plus
maturity, empathy, life experiences and professionalism.
You will need to provide a current resume, showing proof of the experience, with a
contactable referee to discuss your attitude and professionalism.
It is necessary that you have a minimum time dealing directly with patients in healthcare and
understand the compassion and empathy needed to deal with patients who need assistance
and care. If you do not have this, you may not be accepted or may be asked to find a facility to
support this experience. It does not guarantee entry into the course
Maturity, empathy, life experience, professionalism will also be on show in this course.
This course exposes students to challenging, emotionally confronting situations within the
health industry. You need to be mature enough and professional in your approach to this
industry whilst on Clinical Placement and ensure that you have enough empathy for the
patients you will be dealing with.
. (*A Certificate III in Allied Health Assistance may be undertaken with AIHE via our online
learning platform. You will need to provide your own workplace experience or discuss this with
AIHE)
8. Permanent resident / citizenship
To gain entry into the 10680 Graduate Diploma, you will need to be a permanent resident of
Australia. However, if you also apply for a Commonwealth VSL, you will need to be an Australian
Citizen, and so will at least one parent. (see more on VSL for this)
9. Literacy Levels-equivalent to IELTS7 Academic – You will need to provide a one-page essay
entitled; "My motivation to become a sonographer is..."
Your literacy levels need to be at least a Level 7 Academic level. This level is required to
interpret complex documents, prepare written reports and interpret scans, read and interpret
lengthy reports and prepare written information for health care professionals. You will also be
required to enter and retrieve data from ultrasound equipment.
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NOTE: If you are interviewed, your evidence will also be reviewed at other levels, so it is
advisable that you complete this yourself and do not ask someone else to do so, on your behalf.
This would be a sure way of NOT gaining a place on the course.
10. Understanding of regulatory laws, policy guidelines by submitting proof of reading AIHE
policies.
Students are required to communicate professionally and understand their obligations in
relation to working within an organisation, under policy guidelines. These include Work, Health
Safety and other mandatory requirements for the organisation on Clinical Placement, in
addition to adherence to AIHE policies. Therefore, students will need to submit a summary of
one of the AIHE policies upon enrolment, plus an agreement to say they have read all AIHE
policies.
11. A Unique Student Identifier (USI) https://www.usi.gov.au/students/create-your-usi

Additional requirements
12. Ability to move locations for Clinical Placement and Adherence to Code of Conduct-signed
agreement
Students may need to move interstate or to a location which is not close to their home for their
Clinical Placement. You will need to be prepared for this to be accepted into the course. Refusal
may mean that you may not graduate. You will need to sign an agreement to say you are willing
to do this.
Once you know you have all of these, you can Apply to Enrol through our inquiry
email info@aihe.edu.au
In the meantime, you are welcome to make any inquiries about the course.
13. Confidentiality Statement completed (On the Enrolment page needs to be downloaded and
signed). This document is to ensure that all client and student information is kept confidential
both in-class and on Clinical Placement.
14. Professionalism, maturity, empathy, proactive attitude/aptitude. AIHE prides itself on being
able to send students to clinical placement who have a proactive “can-do” attitude, show a high
level of professionalism, have empathy towards clients and will apply this to their workplace.
Students who show this high level of aptitude sometimes find they are the first students to be
offered work by employers. At Level 8, as a mature student, you should have this approach to
your studies.
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What happens after this?
The interview-eligibility
If AIHE believe you have all the requirements outlined in the previous section and you submit all
documents, then AIHE staff will review these to ensure you are eligible.
If you are deemed eligible, you will be asked for
an interview.
It is important that students seeking entry to
this course undergo this interview to
determine their suitability to work in this
industry. The interview also determines
whether they understand the skills and
knowledge required to meet industry standards.
The interview panel may consist of two members from the industry, including one person from
AIHE.

NOTE
An interview does not guarantee that you will have a placement in the course.
If the interview panel believe you are suitable, you will be offered a placement.
NOTE: Students who are accepted must realise that there are several other students wanting a
placement at AIHE also.
If students do not adhere to the Code of Conduct or have two transgressions, it will mean they will
not be able to continue with the course and a replacement student on the waiting list will offered
the position. This can occur at any time of the course.

Offer of placement
•
•

After interview, a selection panel will offer some students a placement in the course.
If you are offered a placement at AIHE and accepted into the course, you will still need to
abide by the Conditions set out in this Student Information Guide and adhere to all Policies
and Procedures outlined on our website. Failure to do so will lead to expulsion from the
course.
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Registration - Australian Sonographer Accreditation Register (ASAR)
•
•
•

Upon commencement of the course you will be required to apply for student registration
with the Australian Sonographer Accreditation Register (ASAR).
Details can be found at: http://www.asar.com.au/about/sonographer-accreditation
Category 2A - Accredited Student Sonographer.
It is also encouraged that, as a professional, you undertake to become a member of one or
more of the sonographer associations in Australia.

Medico-legal insurance
•

As a student sonographer you will be required to take out ASA student membership
insurance for the duration of your course at your own expense.
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Section 4 – Becoming a student

•The teacher is here to
help you understand
and perform all aspects
of general sonography.
The only silly question
is the question not
asked

Online Learning LMS

One of the best ways
of learning is by
discussion with fellow
students.
This course aims to
incorporate many in
class discussion
sessions, as well as role
plays and simulation
sonography situations
to promote such
learning and
assistance.

Academic Staff

Fellow students

Learning as a professional

Students will be given
access to our LMS and
are expected to
complete activities,
research and other
learning through our
online system

Students who come to AIHE are adults who have chosen to attend a Post Graduate Qualification at
Level 8. This is a high level of learning at a professional level.
It is expected that student attitudes, responsibilities and responses will mimic this level. You will be
required to attend all face to face learning, complete all requirements online and work placement
under Clinical Supervision.
Your behaviour and aptitude will reflect your professional approach in all areas.

Academic staff
•

It is acceptable at this level of study to ask questions of your teacher.

•

It is highly likely if you do not understand a concept that others may also not understand.

•

AIHE teachers want you to actively participate in your learning and will encourage discussion
and reflection throughout your learning. This encourages you to become a discerning health
professional that looks at the “big picture” of allied health.

•

The student is expected to complete a variety of learning tasks in the classroom, under
supervision.
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Core Textbooks and Workbooks
•

•

•
•

The text books that have been selected for your learning have been chosen due to the
holistic way they cover the area of sonographic practice the appropriate texts and guides
are updated regularly in keeping with modern practice and will be allocated at the
commencement of the relevant term.
Some of these texts will be provided on loan to the student for the duration of the course
and will be required to be returned in good condition with no writing/marking on them to
AIHE on completion of the course.
You are encouraged to look beyond the set texts for additional information, opinions and
tips related to the area of ultrasound.
If you require any assistance in locating journals, texts or information the AIHE staff and
your clinical site supervisors are available to assist. Failure return books in an unsatisfactory
condition may result in an additional charge being incurred by the student. (Books are
subject to change at the discretion of the Academic Manager and teaching team at AIHE)

Student Learning Guide
•

This will contain theoretical content to complement class based theoretical knowledge
sessions, applications laboratory tasks and a variety of self-assessment and formative
assessment tasks

Access to haptic simulators
•

AIHE have some of the latest in terms of
simulators for students to learn on, when they
are not able to access live patients.

Clinical Application-Live scanning
support
•

•

•

AIHE support your learning, using live patients,
supported by your tutor’s guidance, before you attend the Clinical Placement, in order that
you can learn.
From time to time students may be required to scan each other in some areas of the body. It
is important to note that at NO time will a student be coerced into being scanned. If the
student is not willing to be scanned due to any reason AIHE and/or the student will find an
alternative person / phantom to be scanned. (Most of our scanning lessons are undertaken
with dedicated ultrasound training phantoms and “model patients”)
At commencement of the course the nature of how the clinical applications laboratory
functions will be explained in depth. Following this discussion, the students will be
requested to consider what areas of the body they are comfortable with fellow students
scanning.
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•

•

At no time will “intimate” body areas be scanned by fellow students on each other. The
student will next complete the “student consent to scanning for educational purposes form”
which has been based on the B6 ASUM Policy “Consent to Ultrasound Scanning For Teaching
Purposes” available at http://www.asum.com.au/newsite/Resources.php?p=Policy . The
student is permitted to include on this form if they do/do not wish to partake in being
scanned, as well as which region of the body; if any; they allow other students to scan on
them.
If any unknown pathology is detected the student will be offered a formal ultrasound
investigation at an appropriate imaging practice via communication with one of the AIHE
medically certified directors and the student’s general practitioner in the strictest of
confidence.

Clinical Procedures Record Book
•

For record keeping of patient examinations throughout the course, particularly whilst on
clinical placement.

Portfolio
•

Students are expected to keep a portfolio to direct you towards self-learning and continuous
improvement and professional development thus encouraging the lifelong learning process.
This must be updated and will be part of your assessment.

Assessment guide
•

Each assessment will outline the expectations (including both formative and summative
assessment tasks), their weighting, grading, and timing throughout the year.

Internet access on campus
•
•
•

You will have access to the internet 24/7 to support your research and learning.
Access to an extensive medical library at clinical sites and the AIHE library.
AIHE have gone to great lengths to provide a library to support your learning on campus.

Attendance
•

You will need to attend all lectures and complete all learning unless you have a Doctors
Certificate stating otherwise under extenuating circumstances.
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Uniform
•
•
•
•

One student uniform shirt will be provided with
your materials fee.
You are required to purchase any additional AIHE
uniform shirts as you need them.
It is expected that this uniform is always worn
both on campus and on clinical placement.
The uniform consists of
o closed in black footwear (no high heels or
open toe sandals)
o black or navy-blue trousers or shorts / skirt
that extend to, or below the knees
o official AIHE shirt to identify you clearly as a student of AIHE
o name badge clearly displayed and your status as student sonographer
o no raised jewellery on your hands or wrists
o no visible body piercings (except small earrings)
o if entering the operating theatre, you may be requested to remove all jewellery to
include earrings as policy of the clinical site

Personal Study / unsupervised activity.
• The student is expected to completed personal study to be able to
revise and reinforce areas of knowledge and progress from being a
novice student sonographer to a competent graduate.
• The student will also be required to undertake research in their own
time and whilst on clinical placement.

The student is expected to undertake a high
percentage of unsupervised activities.
Student support
•
•
•

Students are encouraged to be active in their approach to study with AIHE.
Where students have concerns, they are encouraged to seek confidential support from
the tutors where necessary in relation to any part of the course.
The aim of the process is twofold. Firstly, to ensure we promptly address the student’s
immediate concerns and secondly, to offer the student appropriate support mechanisms
to ensure the matter of concern is sensitively dealt with in the short and long term.
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•

•
•

The appropriate senior staff member will be assigned by the CEO / Academic Manager to
assist the student and appropriate external support will also be sourced and made
available to the student.
Any discussions with respect to student support will always be treated with the upmost
confidentiality.
Some students may be supported through learning contracts or a matter referred to the
Academic Committee.

Supported Learning contracts
•

Where students have not completed their studies
for any reason, they may be supported through
learning contracts. This is to ensure that the
student is able to complete the course in a
supported way through regular feedback and
observation.

Academic matters, concerns, issues
•

•
•

Students who seek support, have any concerns,
or are under a learning contract will to discuss with the CEO, the outcome to be achieved;
i.e. graduation or other.
The matter will be referred to the Academic Committee to ensure that all processes are
being followed.
Students will meet with the CEO and year Coordinators/ Clinical placement personnel or
Compliance Manager to ensure that process has been followed.
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Section 5 - Clinical Placement
You must also read the Clinical Placement Policy
on the AIHE website.

Part of the Course
•

Clinical placement represents a significant integral component of the academic program and
course requirements.

Students are required to complete work placement in a medical imaging clinic for a minimum
of 2200 hours as part of the Supervised component to complete the course and obtain
registration.

Reason for placement
Agreements with clinical sites are under the strictest of conditions.
Clinical sites have conditions of placement and AIHE need to abide by these. Therefore,
supporting the student will be dependent upon these conditions.
•

•
•
•
•
•

The reputation of both the student and of AIHE are on show when a student is placed with a
clinic. Therefore, students must be aware their obligations regarding Clinical Placement AIHE
will allocate students to an appropriate clinical site where other clinical supervisors will
reinforce application of their learning.
Clinical placement is undertaken by AIHE management to ensure each student receives
adequate exposure to a range of ultrasound examinations and environments.
Students will be required to complete the clinical tasks and clinical procedures record book
accordingly.
There will be times when students are placed for observation only.
Clinical sites determine when students are given the opportunity to practice and this may be
dependent upon the student’s aptitude and attitude as well as ability.
Students are asked to be patient and proactive and seeking questions and answers as well
as practicing and studying so they can show understanding to their supervisor.
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Conditions of guaranteed placement

AIHE Guarantee they will find a clinical placement, under the
strictest of conditions outlined below and on the next few pages
1. Our Obligation: AIHE’s obligation is to find one clinical placement for students.
2. If students refuse* this placement, fail to perform, or attend in its entirety whilst on this
placement, AIHE has no obligation to find alternative placements.
3. Location: Clinical sites are limited and therefore students and AIHE may not be able to
determine the placement close to a student’s home. It may also be interstate. It is expected
that the student will travel at their own cost for the period of the placement.
4. Attendance: Clinical placement is compulsory. Students must attend every day unless they
notify/ have approval from the site AND AIHE.
5. Aptitude, attitude, empathy professionalism: Sites look for students with aptitude,
empathy and professionalism at postgraduate AQF Level 8 and it is expected that students
will work to this high level in both study and attitude.
6. Adherence to Code of Conduct: Sites may refuse students if they do not adhere to the Code
of Conduct.
7. Complaints about students by the site: Where complaints have been made about a student,
or where they have not completed all placement hours for various reasons, they will be
placed on a learning contract, with strict conditions.
8. Understanding of legal obligations: Students need to adhere to regulations for the clinic in
terms of WHS and site policies and procedures. It is a student’s responsibility to review
these.
9. Continuance of study to maintain practice: Students are expected to continue with study
and practice whilst on placement. Sites sometimes only allow observation, students must
practice at AIHE and be proactive in keeping up their last assessed standard.
10. Students must continue to submit assessments and gather evidence for portfolios whilst on
placement, even if they are not scanning. (see more in assessments)
11. Students MUST inform AIHE staff of ANY changes to their clinical placement for ANY
reason.
*refusal is deemed as:
Not accepting a clinical placement offered
Not completing the placement in its entirety
Alterations to placement without AIHE and site approval
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When does clinical placement occur?
Clinical placement occurs only after:
•
•
•

Successful completion of several simulated ultrasound assessments on campus where
students can scan patients in 45 minutes.
Adherence to the Code of Conduct.
Agreement to accept placement terms and conditions.

NOTE: Students who are absent will need to show that they can scan sufficiently before being
offered a placement and students who refuse placement will also need to maintain their level of
scanning through regular practice.

Attendance on clinical placement
•
•
•
•
•

Students must always act professionally and ethically onsite.
Students will need to attend all sites as required, at the times for the site.
When students are unable to attend for any reason, they must notify AIHE.
Students cannot swap with another student for any reason unless AIHE and the site
approve.
Students are expected to ask questions, be actively involved and act as a professional whilst
onsite.

Aptitude/Attitude
• Students are expected to have a positive attitude and
aptitude whilst on placement, in terms of attendance,
support, study and regular practice. If a clinical site only
allows observation, the student should ask questions and
then also practice the scan they have observed, back at
AIHE to ensure they are keeping track of their skills.

Assessments – See more in Section
• Assessments and exams are part of the course and all
areas, including Clinical Placement, must be fully
completed as Satisfactory to pass the course.

Notification of Clinical Placement
1. Students will be given one week’s notice before accepting clinical placement.
a. Students MUST BE FLEXIBLE, when they are offered a position. The placements may include
a clinic outside of your own area and may be interstate.
b. Whilst AIHE strives to ensure students are placed close to their primary residence, due to
the limited availability of quality sites this may not always be possible.
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c. Sometimes students will need to move away from their home and family for the period of
time they are on clinical placement. (See refusal of placement if a student refuses their
offer)

Refusal of placement
1. AIHE’s obligation is to find one clinical placement for students.
2. If students refuse* this placement, fail to perform, or attend in its entirety whilst on this
placement, AIHE has no obligation to find alternative placements.

Progression of hours
1. The amount of clinical placement will increase as you progress through the course to ensure
you obtain enough real clinical experience on the full range of examinations undertaken in most
general imaging practices. For example, in year 1, students need 800 hours, in Year 2, students
need 1400 hours.

Specialist Centres
1. There may be the possibility to attend a specialist imaging centre during the course to obtain
additional experiences, depending upon student’s application, their previous record in class and
onsite.

Support
•

•

•

•
•

Your clinical supervisors and accredited
sonographers you may encounter during your
clinical placements are there to help you. Please
ask them questions at appropriate times during
the day.
Please be aware that it may not be appropriate to
ask your supervisor a question during a patient
examination.
If you feel you need to ask a question that is not appropriate for the patient to hear ask the
supervisor to step out of the room with you to discuss the problem or wait until the end of
the examination and the patient has left.
Obviously if the question is pertinent to patient care please do not let your patient leave
without the question being resolved in the appropriate manner.
Your clinical supervisor will often check, or even repeat, your examination. Do not feel this
always means you have performed the examination poorly; we expect our clinical site
supervisors to ensure the quality of all examinations are up to that which is expected of the
practice you are located at. Checking your work is also a way for you to improve your
examination skills by seeing what an experienced sonographer may have done differently.
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Contacting sites
•

•

Unless AIHE has given the student written permission, under NO circumstance is any
student to make direct enquiries to any site regarding a clinical placement or work. This also
applies to students who may be on leave or are in a transgression, under review or have
deferred.
Failure to adhere to this will be deemed a breach of the Code of Conduct. (see this section
for more information) This is particularly the case where a student has refused a clinical
placement previously.

Transgressions
Transgressions occur if you are in breach of the conditions of clinical placement. Two transgressions
may mean you lose your place at AIHE for any of the following reasons:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Failing to attend class or give notice to site or AIHE when absent.
Failure to submit assessments on time or collude with another person to support your
answers.
Failure to be responsible for your own conduct onsite or on clinical placement
Rude, bullying or harassment directed at any staff onsite or offsite.
Failure to act professionally or ethically, or lie about any component of your learning,
assessments or actions.
Plagiarism and collusion.
Failure to accept onsite Clinical Placement when offered.
Changing clinical placement with another student, without AIHE knowledge.
Making false statements and misrepresentation (e.g stating on resume you have completed
more than you have) or similar.
Contacting providers and attempting to find
own clinical placement, without the knowledge
of AIHE.
Representing yourself as an AIHE student or
former student who has passed all areas to a
provider, when you are on leave, deferred
study, or have other transgressions.
Failure to pay fees on time.

Remuneration for clinical placement
•
•

AIHE will NOT make any enquiries regarding remuneration on behalf of any student.
Sometimes a student may be offered remuneration if they have shown the clinic to have a
good aptitude to work and study. This is not determined by AIHE, but rather the clinic.
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•

•

Students are advised not initiate a discussion regarding this matter but rather, wait to see if
the clinic offers it. Any deviation from this advice may be deemed a breach of the student
code of conduct.
AIHE has no involvement in whether a clinical placement site will offer remuneration to a
student. This is solely at the discretion of the clinical placement site / organisation and will
often be dependent upon the student’s application within the clinic and study.

Assessments and exams
Students will be required to complete several assessment tasks in order that they will gain their
qualification. These will be discussed in class. Some assessments will be in class, some online and
some in the workplace. All assessments must be completed.

Assessment types
The following assessments will be required: Time will be allocated to complete each and supporting
information given.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

AT1 Clinical Procedures Record
AT2 Written Questions Exam- Clinical Scanning Techniques
ÀT3 Portfolio
AT4 Clinical practical
AT5 Case Study
AT6 Major project
AT7 Supervisor Record
AT8 Clinical examination
AT9 Presentation.

Please ask your tutor if you are unsure about any of the assessments.

Exams
•

There are several exams that the student must sit in class in order to pass and be able to
attend Clinical Placement. These include written exams and observed scanning exams.

Submitting assessments and exams-conditions
•
•

Students work must be their own for both assessments and exams.
You cannot receive external support or advice when submitting assessments, completing
scans submissions or online exams. You will be required to sign a paper, saying you have not
had any outside support, or plagiarised your work in any way from any other source. If you
are found to have breached these conditions, your work will not be accepted.
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Marking
1. Assessments must be handed in by the allocated time. Late submissions will not be
tolerated.
2. Special circumstances for late assessments may be given. It is not guaranteed. If you need to
ask for a special circumstance, it must be before the due date /and or be supported by a
Doctor’s certificate.
3. Students will be given either Satisfactory or Not Yet Satisfactory result, based on a rubric for
each assessment, where the pass mark has been
pre-determined.
4. A grade of SATISFACTORY must be achieved in
every assessment in order to meet the
requirements of the course.
5. Where students receive a mark of NOT YET
SATISFACTORY, the student will give the
opportunity to resubmit their work, or a
supplementary assessment.
6. In the event of a NOT YET SATISFACTORY result
after submission of the supplementary
assessment, the student will be deemed NOT
SATISFACTORY in that assessment and will need
to redo that part of the course at their own
expense. If they are in Year 1, they cannot
proceed to Year 2 of the course.

Late assessments
7. In the event an assessment is submitted after the due date, the student will receive a NOT
SATISFACTORY grade.
8. Three instances of late submissions will result in the student being placed on Academic
Review and an official warning will be given.

Submitting assessments - referencing
•
•
•
•

The Harvard system of referencing is to be used throughout the course when submitting
assessments.
There are many references on the internet to inform you how to use the Harvard system.
A particularly good site is the University of Southern Queensland site which can be found at:
http://www.usq.edu.au/library/help/referencing/harvard.htm
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Assignment submission style guide
•
•

•
•

FONT: Assignments are to be typed in 11 or 12 fonts with 1.15 - 1.5 spacing.
SUBMISSION: AIHE’s method of assignment submission is electronic via our online Learning
Management System (CANVAS). Students will be given training on this system during the
course.
FORMAT: Assignments are submitted in PDF format, signed and agreed that it is their own
work and they have not received support.
IMAGES: All images must have all patient personal details removed from them (i.e. DE
identified) and submitted electronically via CANVAS. Printed images are not recommended
due to the loss of image detail, however if this is unavoidable please discuss with your
teacher.

Graduation
Woohoo! You’ve passed!
Congratulations!
At the conclusion of the course you would be
capable to:
1. Demonstrate the fundamental physical
properties of ultrasound and the
adjustments needed to acquire and
improve the imaging techniques for
different examinations across a range of patients.
2. Perform a range of basic ultrasound examinations under limited supervision.
3. Recognise pathology and think critically when remodelling the standard examination to
encompass the new finding.
4. Communicate effectively with staff and patients in an appropriate manner and at an
appropriate level.
5. Competently perform 7 to 9 basic examinations per day.

Graduation Ceremony
You will be asked to attend a Graduation Ceremony at the end of your second year, where you will
be given your qualification. Your family and friends may also attend this exclusive ceremony.
You will graduate only, providing the following conditions have been met:
•
•

All units have been passed.
No misconduct has occurred.
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•
•
•
•

All conditions have been met.
All fees have been paid to AIHE.
All loans-books or other, have been returned.
Any other requirements are met.

Am I guaranteed a job?
If, during their clinical placement, you have shown outstanding commitment to study, you may be
offered a placement at the clinic by the provider of that clinic.
AIHE does not guarantee a placement for students after their course, however if you are sincere in
your work, and have shown commitment, you may be highly regarded as an applicant.

Accreditation with ASAR
•

Once you graduate, in order to be a practicing Sonographer, you will be required to be
accredited with ASAR and may also want to join other organisations to network with other
colleagues.

Other general information
Transferring to another organisation
•
•

Students can transfer to other organisations, with copies of what they have completed at
AIHE.
If you decide to exit at the end of Year 1, or at any stage throughout the course, it is
anticipated that you will be articulating into another Ultrasound Training Program, offered
either through a University or with the ASUM offered DMU.

PLEASE NOTE:
In the event you exit AIHE’s course after we have provided you with a clinical placement, you may
be required to pay a clinical placement premium.
It may not be possible for you to apply for sonographer accreditation, nor work as an accredited
medical sonographer if you do not have insurance or have not completed Clinical Placement or
have not passes all exams and assessments for the component you have completed.
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Non-completion
Clinical hours non-completion
Where students have not completed clinical hours due to refusal of placement or poor
performance whilst on placement, it may:
1. Mean that the student is placed on a learning contract with regular feedback and
assessment sessions to ensure the student has been supported and has the capabilities
required.
2. Delay graduation until completion.
3. Mean lead to termination of student’s enrolment.
Where the student refuses the learning contract agreement, they will be deemed not yet
satisfactory and cannot graduate.

Statement of Attainment
Do I still receive a certificate?
I finished a few units, but not clinical placement –
•
•

Exiting prior to completion of the course will not lead to graduation from AIHE, however you
may choose to articulate into another Ultrasound program through another provider.
A Statement of Attainment will be issued for any unit of competency successfully completed
if the full qualification is not completed, providing the clinical hours have also been assessed
as competent and completed.

Examples:
Student 1 completes year 1 but chooses not to go on. They have completed sufficient hours of
placement for year 1. They will receive a Statement of Attainment for three units of
competency.
Student 2 completes both years but has not completed all of their clinical placement. They have
refused placement. They have been placed on a learning contract and offered another
placement. The have refused.
The student will be offered a Statement of Attainment for the units and work placement
completed, but not the full qualification.
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•

Any VSL fees will be transferred after you notify the Commonwealth through the VSL
Student website. (Ask your new program provider for information)

Other circumstances
What happens if AIHE close?
We have heard of other organisations closing in the past and students being left without a
qualification.
Please note: There is no need to ever worry if anything happens. AIHE guarantee support through
regulated government provisions.
Should this occur, our support will assist you to transfer to another organisation so you can
complete your qualification.

Policies and procedures at
AIHE
Most policies and procedures can be obtained online at
www.aihe.edu.au
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Section 6 - Code of conduct
Students must adhere to the Code of Conduct at all time.
Breaches of the Code of Conduct may result in dismissal
from the course, without refund of fees for work
completed.

Uniform
•

A uniform is expected to be worn when on clinical
assignment and in the clinical applications
laboratory. Remember you are an allied health professional and are expected to act in
accordance with the professional expectations of the allied health industry. (See previous
section for overview of uniform expectations).

Personal appearance
•

•

•

Fingernails must be clean and of a safe length that does not interfere with performing tasks
(scratching skin). Fingernails should measure no longer than 1cm from the fingertip and nail
polish / varnish/ lacquer colour must be subtle and tasteful and not chipped. Acrylic / gel
nails if worn must be clean, free of infections / fungal issues and regularly maintained. Any
broken nails must be covered with a band aid until repaired.
Individuals wanting to wear clothing or jewellery outside of the dress code guidelines for
religious, creed or cultural reasons must discuss this request with the Academic Manager.
This excludes special circumstances such as wearing a hat/beanie/cap during chemotherapy
treatment.
Please wear your uniform with respect and pride. Any infringement of dress code will be
taken seriously. Individuals should avoid wearing skirts/dresses if the task to be performed
may include the use of a saddle seat/chair (opt for trousers). An individual’s dress/attire
should not at any time cause offense, discomfort or embarrassment to patients

Mobile phones
•
•

Mobiles phones are NOT allowed to be used during lessons, applications laboratory sessions
and not in the examination rooms whilst on clinical placement.
No phones are to be plugged into AIHE computers and there is no use of AIHE computers.

Food or Drink
•

No food or drink is permitted in or around any scanning area; applications laboratory and
clinical site alike. You can bring bottled water with you to the theoretical sessions and
adequate breaks are provided for you throughout the day, however personal computers are
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in use during theory sessions and AIHE will not be held liable in the event of damage to such
items.

Actions, professionalism, behaviour, aptitude and attitude
At all times, students must behave as follows both onsite and on Clinical Placement or it will be
considered a misconduct (see over)
Students must:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Act with integrity
Act professionally
Act ethically
Act as a mature adult
Ask questions in a professional manner, at appropriate times
Be diligent in work practices and research
Behave responsibly and professionally
Communicate appropriately face to face, via email or text to both onsite staff and AIHE staff
whilst on placement.
Be on time when onsite.
Exit and enter the room quietly at an appropriate time so as not to disturb fellow students
or patients onsite.
Notify Clinical Onsite staff and AIHE if you cannot attend.
NOT change clinical placement with any other student without permission from AIHE or the
clinical site.
Show aptitude and a positive attitude to study and scanning by practicing regularly and
studying about the scans they observe.
Part of your learning is researching the scans you are observing whilst on Clinical Placement.
You are expected to be up to date and understand what you are watching and learn as much
as you can. If you feel you are unsure, it is your responsibility to contact AIHE and ask for
guidance or complete some further research yourself on the requirements.

Bullying or Harassment – It’s against the law
It is against the law to bully, intimidate, harass,
abuse or communicate in an offensive way to any
staff member, student or supervisor either onsite or
to AIHE staff in any way and will not be tolerated.
See Bullying and Harassment Policy for more
information about this
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Drugs and Alcohol
•

No drugs or alcohol are permitted on site without prior consent of AIHE management.
Smoking is banned in all public health areas and in most instances in private clinics as well as
the AIHE campus.

Plagiarism & collusion
WHAT IS PLAGIARISM?
•

Plagiarism is the act of representing as one’s own original work the creative works of
another, without appropriate acknowledgement of the author or source.

PLAGIARISM WILL NOT BE TOLERATED
•
•

Disciplinary action will be taken against students who engage in either collusion or
plagiarism.
Write answers in your own words. Reference any
sources of information using the Harvard Referencing
system.

COLLUSION
•

•
•
•

Collusion is the presentation by a student of an
assignment as his or her own which the result in
whole or is in fact in part of unauthorised
collaboration with another person or persons and is
prohibited.
Collusion or copying from other students is not
permitted and will result in a NYS grade.
Plagiarism and collusion constitute cheating.
Disciplinary action will be taken against students who
engage in either collusion or plagiarism.

Misconduct-warning, expulsion or Not Satisfactory
Misconduct may include but is not exclusive to the following matters:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Non-adherence to the code of conduct outlined in this section.
Non-adherence to confidentiality of any patient, student or staff member.
Failure to attend class or clinical placement as required (on time, when expected).
Failing to notify staff of nonattendance at Clinical placement.
Refusal of clinical placement offered.
Plagiarism, collusion or support by colleagues or professionals for assessment or exams.
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•

Bullying, harassment, abusive or intimidating behaviour or language towards AIHE staff or
onsite clinical staff or another student.

All matters of misconduct will be referred to the
Academic Committee and the CEO.
Any of the above may constitute an official warning,
an expulsion from the course or a Not Satisfactory
result.
Where a student receives a Not Satisfactory result,
and they wish to continue, they will be expected to
re-do part of the course at their own expense.
(VSL Fees do not apply for this section and students
may be expected to repay any VSL fees they have
used to support their course to the Commonwealth.
See VSL and Fees for more information on the
website).
Three official warnings will result in expulsion from
the course
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Section 7– Fees & Loans
How much are the fees?
Tuition fees for 2019 are outlined in the Fee Structure below and equate to $44,000 in total,
including the application fee, enrolment confirmation fee, materials fee and tuition fee.

What are my options for paying fees?
You may pay your fees in any of the following ways:
1. UP FRONT-Pay all your fees up front.
2. VSL plus GAP FEE - Pay your fees using the Commonwealth Vet Student Loans Program (for
eligible persons only-see VSL information in next section) and the remaining fees yourself
through the payment plan Fee Structure below.
3. PAYMENT PLAN- Pay off your fees, using the AIHE payment plan Fee Structure (Option 3
below)
4. PERSONAL LOAN - Pay your fees by taking out your own personal loan through your
nominated bank -then pay them up front or pay them off through the Fee Structure.
NOTE: You may need to obtain financial advice before applying for any loans.
Failure to pay fees on time will result in delays to your graduation, or dismissal from the course
until they are paid.
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Fees & Commonwealth Vet Student Loans (VSL)
This course qualifies for Commonwealth Student Vet Loans Assistance (HELP) through the
Commonwealth funded program for eligible students.

What does this mean?
If you feel you cannot pay all the fees yourself, you may apply for a loan from the Commonwealth
for part of the fees. For more information on how much you can borrow, please visit AIHE website
as this may vary.

Am I eligible?
To be eligible for a Vet Student Loan, you MUST:
1. Be an Australian or a qualifying New Zealand citizen, or a permanent humanitarian
visa holder. You will need to show that you have either:
• An Australian Passport; or a New Zealand Special Category holder; or an Australian
Citizenship Certificate PLUS one parent’s Citizenship Certificate.
• If you are not an Australian citizen or do not have approval to work in Australia, then
please discuss this with AIHE before enrolling.
• You will be expected to show citizenship of yourself through a valid passport, or
alternatively show both your own and one parent citizenship certificate.
NOTE:
Being a permanent resident of Australia, is not enough for the VSL, you must also be an
Australian Citizen.
You can obtain a citizenship certificate by lodging a Form 119 Application for evidence of
Australian citizenship with the Department of Home Affairs.
www.homeaffairs.gov.au/busi/visas-and-migration/visa-entitlement-verification-online(vevo).
2. Have a Tax File Number (TFN)? If you do not have a TFN, you will need to apply for one.
(debts are recorded against your TFN) https://www.ato.gov.au/individuals/tax-filenumber/apply-for-a-tfn/
3. Know if you already have a HELP debt (e.g you may have already taken a loan for a previous
qualification and already have a debt. If you apply for a VSL loan, this adds to this debt and
you will need to be able to repay all of this loan in addition to any previous ones you hold).
To find out how much you owe, go to https://www.studyassist.gov.au/paying-back-yourloan/how-do-i-check-my-help-debt
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4. Know your CHESSN number (if you already have a loan)-see next section” I already have a
debt for previous study”)
• If you have studied before at another university or RTO and already have a loan that
you are repaying, you will need to provide your CHESSN (unique identifying number)
number for this. – See https://www.studyassist.gov.au/paying-back-your-loan/how-doi-check-my-help-debt- A CHESSN is a unique identifying number you will have for your
whole student life.
• You can find this on your Commonwealth Assistance Notice (CAN), given to you by your
university or higher education provider or you can ask your previous study provider, or
you can log into myGov. https://my.gov.au/LoginServices/main/login?execution=e1s1
• If you don't have a myGov account, you can set one up following the instructions on
the ATO website or you can call the ATO on 13 28 61.
4. Academic Suitability. If you have been interviewed and are enrolled in the course, this
shows your academic suitability for a VSL.

How do I apply for a VET Student Loan?
Once you know that you want to apply for a VSL and you are an Australian Citizen, you will need to
follow the following process.
1. Read the VSL STUDENT INFORMATION booklet https://docs.education.gov.au/node/42391
2. Read the FACT Sheet for e-CAF applications on how to apply online.
https://docs.education.gov.au/system/files/doc/other/vet_student_loans_ecaf_fact_sheet_
acc.pdf
3. Apply through e-CAF by completing the Request for a VET Student Loan electronic
Commonwealth Assistance Form (eCAF) by the census day.
https://www.federationtraining.edu.au/study_with_us/fees_And_fee_assistance/request_f
or_a_vet_student_loan_electronic_commonwealth_assistance_form_ecaf
4. You will be sent an invitation to read the information outlining all terms and conditions.

What is a census day?
A census date is that by which enrolment may be cancelled without incurring tuition fees for the course or a
part of the course. The census date for the Graduate Diploma is the Friday of Week 4 in each term. (See

AIHE website for exact dates each year.)

How much can I borrow through the VSL?
The fees you may borrow are determined by the government. These may vary each year so you will
need to go to the AIHE website to find out exactly how much you can borrow. This amount does not
make up the whole of the AIHE fees for tuition and you will need to pay the GAP fee yourself
through an agreed payment plan.
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What if I want to cancel from the course?
•
•

A student may cancel their enrolment in the course or part of the course as per the
guidelines in this document before the census date.
If a student withdraws before the census day for the term or any part of the term, the
student will not incur a VET student loan debt for the course or part of the course and will
receive a refund for any tuition fees already paid for the course or part of the course, less
administrative fees and minus any fees for units they have completed.

Scenario examples
1. Student One paid her course in sections as per option three in the Fee Schedule. She decided
not to continue after two terms. She was not eligible for a refund as she had only paid for the
work she had completed. She was eligible for a Certificate of Completion for the part she had
completed.
2. Student two completed the first semester of the course and decided she didn’t want to
continue. She paid all her year one fees already. She was given a partial refund for the terms
two.

Where do I apply?
Go to https://www.education.gov.au/vet-student-loans for more information and to apply.

Fee Schedule - for students eligible for VSL ONLY
Application Fee

$200

Confirmation of enrolment fee

$1000

Materials fee (textbooks and uniforms)

$1100

Distribution of tuition fees for students eligible for VET Student Loans
The fees for students who are eligible for VSL are outlined below. The VSL is paid to AIHE however
students will still need to pay the GAP FEE at the allocated dates.

Year 1
TOTAL COURSE
COST $42,000

COURSE LOAN
CAP $10,342

LOAN AMOUNT

Term 1
5,171

Term 2

Term 3

Term 4

Total
5,171

GAP FEE
TOTAL

2,329
7,500

7,500
7,500

4,500
4,500

4,500
4,500

18,829
24,000
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Year 2

LOAN AMOUNT
GAP FEE
TOTAL

TERM 5

TERM 6

4,500

671

4,500

3,829
4,500

TERM 7

TERM 8

TOTAL
5,171

4,500
4,500

4,500
4,500

12,829
18,000

NOTES FOR CONSIDERATION
•

You must notify AIHE of any change of contact details.

•

Any loan will remain a personal debt until it is repaid to the Commonwealth.

•

The loan may, until the debt is repaid, reduce a student’s take-home (after-tax) wage or salary and may
reduce the student’s borrowing capacity.

•

A student may wish to seek independent financial advice before applying for a loan.

•

the student may be required during the course to communicate his or her agreement that the
Commonwealth Secretary continue to use the VET student loan to pay tuition fees for the course
(student progression and engagement requirements)
The VSL will only cover some of your fees. The amount will be determined by the Commonwealth.
You will still need to pay the remainder of your fees on an agreed plan directly.
Failure to meet payment plans to AIHE will result in dismissal from the course until they are paid.
The amount of the loan cannot be greater than the student’s remaining VSL balance
the tuition fees will be reasonably apportioned across the sequential fee periods outlined in the Fee
Structure.
Each fee period will be determined by pass marks of satisfactory.
Any student who needs to repeat a unit of work will not be eligible for the loan the second time.
The loan will include at least one census day
The Commonwealth department will contact the student to verify the student’s enrolment in the course.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Refunds
•
•

If, for any reason, a student wishes to withdraw from the course, they will need to notify
AIHE in writing.
Students may receive a refund where they have paid up front. The refund would be for the
course component they did not complete. For example, a student finishes year 1 but not
year 2 and they have paid for the whole course. They may receive a refund for the Year 2
component.
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See the AIHE Refund Policy for more information. To access more information, go to
www.aihe.edu.au and click on Policies, Procedures & Forms.
On this page, click on Refund policy for Graduate Diploma of Diagnostic Medical Ultrasound
(general discipline)
For any VSL loans, students would need to notify the Commonwealth and still pay back any loans
for any component of the course they have completed.

Section 8 - Apply to enrol – checklist
You can enrol by making an inquiry to the AIHE Administration.

What you will need
Before you can apply to enrol here, make sure you have everything ready. Remember back in
Section 5? Check below when you have them.
WHATS NEEDED

YES

NEED TO
ORGANISE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

USI number
Tax File Number
Police Check
Working with Children Check
A Valid HLTAID003 Provide First Aid Certificate-Certified Copy (or
you have booked into AIHE First Aid or CIII course)
6. Current Immunisation
7. Transcripts/ Certified copies of qualifications
8. Citizenship certificate or passport proof
9. Resume showing at least three months of healthcare work
10. CHESSN number (if you applied for VSL or have a debt loan)
11. Literacy Level to IELTS 7-one page essay.
12. Professionalism, maturity, empathy, aptitude to study at Level 8
13. Understanding of policies/ guideline/legislation
14. Adherence to Code of Conduct Agreement
15. Agreement to move locations if need for Clinical Placement

If you have all of these, and you think you’re ready to take
the plunge, then send an inquiry to Enrol and you will be
given access to our LMS to upload all of your documents.
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Useful Links

Please find a list of links that may be of use whilst at AIHE.

Forms for Graduate Diploma of Diagnostic Medical Ultrasound
Students
Student absentee form
Student complaints & appeals policy
Student complaints & appeals form
Student application for special consideration
Terms, conditions & refund form
Refund policy for Graduate Diploma of Diagnostic Medical Ultrasound (general discipline)

Short Courses
AIHE also have several other short courses for which you can enrol.
See here for e a list of our other courses

Models
Registration form to become a scanning model at AIHE

Other useful links
Australian Skills Quality Authority: www.asqa.gov.au
Training.gov.au: http://training.gov.au
Australian government department of education: http://education.gov.au
Department of employment: http://employment.gov.au
Australasian Society for Ultrasound in Medicine: www.asum.com.au
Australian sonographer’s association: www.a-s-a.com.au
Australian Sonographer Accreditation Registry: www.asar.com.au
Australian Institute of Radiography: www.air.asn.au
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